Student (NU London)

If you have COVID-19 symptoms: a high temperature, a new, continuous cough or a loss or change to your sense of smell or taste
Stay in or go back to your accommodation if you are out.
Report symptoms on the Newcastle University website here: https://go.ncl.ac.uk/covid
Request a test online at: www.gov.uk/get-coronavirus-test or telephone 119.

NU London Student with symptoms

Provide information on your possible close contacts to the NHS Track and Trace Team
The Wellbeing Service or your School may get in touch, inform them of any close contacts as well.

While awaiting results

If positive
- Continue to self-isolate as instructed by NHS
- Fill in the Wellbeing Service Self Isolation Form
- Contact Ask.NUL@ncl.ac.uk if you need any academic support

If negative
- If your result is negative you can return to campus in line with NHS advice.